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About This Game

The toughest arcade challenge yet. Insert coin if you dare.

Silly Squadron is a retro-futuristic take on Space Invaders, the arcade classic from 1978. It has all the Soiree ingredients you're
craving for: fast action, addictive gameplay, strange boss fights (including a mighty middle-aged man) and a seriously

sumptuous soundtrack.

Commandeer a variety of cannons, each offering unique qualities and/or weapons systems

Team up with a buddy in local co-op (or tag team with your CPU if you are friendless)

Watch out for kamikaze beta males, master cucks, and a dozen more special enemies

Befriend invaders to have them join you as meat-shields in the next level

Clear seven worlds of enemies to enter Deluge, the hardest single non-stop level in any arcade game, ever! (even the
pause-mode is disabled in Deluge)
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It's pretty interesting, haven't played it indepth yet but shows lots of promise.. It's a good length, and there are a lot of real
choices that have a legitimate impact on the outcome of the story: impact on both the ending and the different paths to getting
there. There's really good replayability value. The characters are all very unique, and I had a lot of fun building up relationships
and helping out the village. ok, a bit repetitive. Pretty cool little game. I can see where it is interesting to see what kind of a blob
you can make. It is one of those time sensitive / creative types though which really dont seem to go well together. I get the need
to set up your habitat on the double because it is the end times, but the nano clouds make this more of an inevitable destruction.
It's good for 30 - 40 minutes at a time, but anything after that you're going to be managing too much at once. It is kinda like
going to the park as a kid and playing in the sand, then seeing you can make stuff with what is around you, then some asshat kid
comes and runs right through what you were doing, you can take it out on that kid or start over, sorta thing. The weight
management in zero-g is interesting, and maneurvering the structure and taking care of joints is cool. I would say if they added
more consent to the game and trying to either force you to do certain things, or give more prompts when a trigger event comes
up would be cool, like when a structure gets split and you have the requirements for 2 habitats. Maybe making it to where you
can just have the 1 and a chunk that broke off that you can disassemble and put back together, or click a button and begin a new
habitat from the broken off piece, rather than assuming they're two now.
But yeah, TL;DR aside, pretty relaxing track that doesnt get on the nerves, weight management and force distribution with make-
shift parts makes this easy to come back to, even though theres that fat-kid nano-cloud that comes and ruins the fun.. I enjoyed
this game - lots of fun.

A few notes worth doing:
1 - More Research - lots more... guns, armor, shields, weapons... it could do with more.
2 - Guard option - to have ships follow ships
3 - agression status - shoot from location, chase and shoot, dont shoot - something like that
4 - formations - sometimes individual ships will be way in front and die
5 - (to be different from Homeworld) an attack/retreat option, ie attach until damaged then retreat to save ships
6 - repair ships should heal most damaged first, then least damaged

But, really nicely done - I like it!. I bought this by my own confusion that it would affect all your charachters.
Like:
The king or Thane- Master Theif
Thane or The king - Gangs
Mercurio - Thug
Twiss - Saboteur
And more if there were any.

Would I recomend the asking price for the skins that you can only use 1 at a time from, and only affect 1 charachter?
Not really.

I feel this is a missed oppertunity.
If this affected your entire cast of charachters - it would have been AMAZING!!
I wouldn't mind if the price tag was around 4.99 if it affected all of my charachters, and really set me appart from my oponent
visualy.

Conclusion, unless you are a real fan of Armello and Anti Hero, and want to support the devs, I would say not recommended..
You know how in Mankind Divided stealth is simplistic, but works? Not here though, enemies sometimes instaalert you from
mile away and sometimes you poke at their kneecaps with your newly unPACKed magnum without them noticing.
Melee kills are 50-50 for alert too, even if you do them from behind a cover without enemy seeing you.
But dont worry, you wont see them either since they're colored in bright-af-white on a bright-af-psychodelic colored map.
Speaking of maps, the design is all over the place, with some maps being a size of your mum's basement and other huge vertical
skyscrapers. Graphical design looks cool for first 10 minutes, after which you realize that you've been running in circles in a
white room with no points for orienteering. There's also no coherency between them, as you choose your next map from a tile
board, akin to FF:Dissidia, Mobius FF etc, so don't expect any variety or sense of progress environmentwise.
But hacking was fun in HR and MD, I hear you say... None of it here. To "hack" you simply press E and... wait. Neat, eh?
They also forgot that the weakest point of any Deus Ex game was the gunplay, so instead of trying to improve it, they just
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shoveled low-polly white guns, all of which you have already seen and used, coloring a couple of pseudopoligons in gold for
higher level of drop.
Speaking of drops, there aren't any. Instead they have packs, which you can buy with ingame currency, and which usually grant
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you never going to use. But you can pay real cash for a pack that grants you two of
highest lvl of gear possible... Not pay to win at all ;)
Speaking of p2w, there is no direct multiplayer. Instead you can challenge somebody to beat your highscore, time or % of data
extraction. This is ultimately irrelevant, however, not only because of how unbalanced leveling up your Jensen is, but also
because people found a way to beat levels in 0.1 secons, proudly displaying it in the highscore board.
In conclusion, this game is almost as bad as "The Fall", whilst not being a mobile bootleg to begin with. You're better off paying
1.99$ for Human Revolution and playing it instead.
P.S. I've never asked for this.... I love Diablo-Clones as much as the next guy, but this game is Dungeon Siege in name only. It's
mediocre, and really only worth playing if you are a D E V O T E D fan of the series, and even if you are, this will just make
you mad. It subverts the lore of the earlier games, and feels vaguely insulting. Oh well.. This game is a pretty sweet mix of
hacking and rpg. Things start slowly, but when you get going it feels really rewarding. There's some bugs still, but that's to be
expected in early access, and the developer is extremely active. Often able to get a fix pushed out within a few hours even. If
you're looking for a fresh new take on a hacking game, this one is worth getting.. It is a very fun puzzle game. If you like games
like that ...
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Amazing! The game is very positive, beautiful and interesting. I've never come across anything like this before, so I decided to
buy it. I\u2019m enthusiastic about this game. I would recommend it to everyone.. Its very scary and i love scary games GG.
awesome, just awesome. Much respect to the dev for making it free. The statues are excellent and the shadows and lighting
make them so realistic. The lighting on the paintings and how they move with your movement add to the realism. I feel like I'm
in an actual museum, despite the plain empty feeling. In the future I hope it can expand. Imagine the possibilities!. amazing
game. revolutionary. the ability to punch astounded me, and then i found out you could kick too. i've never seen a game with
this much depth.. Played the game but laggy on my computer. Didn't have a tutorial or anything. Theres no way i can beat the
Prison level. Gosh I wish we can refund games!. Depending on what your play style is depends of if you should get this game or
not if you like slow pace sand boxes then you may like this game it needs more options like quality bc when it rains the second
time you will recieve lag and the game doesen't give much for you to discover I accidentally missed the tutorial and just had to
figure out what from there but I would reccomend this game to the select few who are ok with a slow paced sandbox and like to
take their time and it is a good price unlike the other sandboxes that cost maybe 30$ minimal with the faults of this game I do
think it has a long way to go but is a good start
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